
Meet Zac Johnson,
Your Neo-Nazi Neighbor
Meet Zachary Van Johnson, who lives at 5090 Hamptons Club Dr. in Alpharetta, Georgia. Johnson also rents out the 
Bigfoot Blue Ridge cabins at 419 Lake Ridge Dr. in Blue Ridge, GA.

Zachary Van Johnson, seen in the right image wearing a white nationalist “White Rabit Radio” shirt.

When heWhen he’s not taking care of kiddo or building custom birdhouses for his “Gourmet Birdhaus” business, Zac Johnson 
spends his time as a white power propagandist. Johnson posts a steady stream of propaganda on Twitter and does 
graphic design for militant racist projects. Johnson is clear about his hatred of Jews and his contempt for people of 
color, as well as his admiration for Adolf Hitler, who Johnson refers to as “Uncle.”

Johnson helped to create racist stickers decrying “degeneracy” and promoting the racist “Alt-Right” which appeared Johnson helped to create racist stickers decrying “degeneracy” and promoting the racist “Alt-Right” which appeared 
earlier this year at Georgia State University, Georgia Tech, Kennesaw State University and on the streets of Atlanta, 
posted by his white power associates. Johnson also claimed responsibility for posting outdoor signs promoting the 
far-Right “white genocide” conspiracy theory in 2015.

Design work by Zac Johnson under his Twitter handle @J_Enoch_Powell. This image celebrates Hitler, British fascist 
Oswald Mosley, and Benito Mussolini.

Johnson travels to white supremacist conferences, such as those hosted by the notorious Stormfront.org website (run Johnson travels to white supremacist conferences, such as those hosted by the notorious Stormfront.org website (run 
by a former Klansman and linked to several murders) as well as the “Alt-Right” white nationalist National Policy 
Institute. Johnson tries to keep a low profile day-to-day, while secretly organizing with others for racial conflict. Expose 
him to your neighbors and keep each other safe. Don’t give funds to white supremacist organizing by renting his 
cabin.
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